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Executive Summary
Introduction
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Community Engagement
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A comprehensive outreach strategy
was undertaken to involve residents,
businesses, neighborhood associations,
cultural institutions, property owners and
other stakeholders in a process to develop
a vision, goals and projects for the area.

With an engagement timeline spanning
over one year, the project team heard
from a wide range of voices throughout
Jefferson Park. Some ideas are specifically
called out in quotes throughout the
plan, and the takeaways from all
community input are woven throughout
the document as part of the Plan
recommendations.
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By incorporating a variety of face-toface meetings, events, and web-based
technologies, community members had a
variety of opportunities to provide input
into the Plan. This process was essential
in identifying project objectives, key
issues and opportunities, and a vision
for the study area. This input led to the
development of goals and projects in the
areas of community character, economic
development, and transportation.
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The Study Area—which is the focus area of
this Plan—is located along the commercial
streets traversing Jefferson Park and
Gladstone Park, including Milwaukee
Avenue, Northwest Highway and Lawrence
Avenue. Bounded by Berwyn Avenue on
the north and Sunnyside Avenue on the
south, the area is home to 4,491 residents
and 98 businesses. A larger Market Area
with 30,369 residents—a 2-square mile area
which is used to identify broader trends in
Jefferson Park—is bounded by Bryn Mawr
Avenue on the north, Montrose Avenue on
the south, Cicero Avenue on the East and
Austin Boulevard on the west.
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Community outreach and engagement
was one of the fundamental components
of the planning process. Activities ranged
from large community meetings, advisory
working groups, online engagement via
the project website (www.AccessJeffPark.
org) surveys, stakeholder interviews,
and pop-up idea booths at existing
community events.
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The Jefferson Park Station Area Master Plan
provides a vision and implementation plan
for improvements around the Jefferson Park
Transit Center, which accommodates the
Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) Blue Line,
Metra Union Pacific Northwest (UP-NW) Line,
9 CTA bus lines, 3 Pace bus lines and Pace's
Pulse Milwaukee Line, a new arterial rapid
transit (ART) service set to launch in late 2018.
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The Study Area is the location of this Plan's focus, while the Market Area represents the resisdents
and businesses in the surrounding areas that were included in the Plan's market analysis.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Community Character
Vision: A vibrant, livable community with a strong
identity, a mix of land uses and a “small town in the city”
feel.
Community Character goals include:
O Reinforce the sense of place and build on
the identity of Jefferson Park, balancing new
development with its historic character;
O Improve and create public spaces to increase social
interaction and pride of place;
O Pursue mixed-use development that meets
design guidelines and promotes the character of
Jefferson Park, reinforcing a sense of place for the
community; and
O Ensure community safety through applying
principles of Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED).

Economic Development

View to a new public plaza from a proposed winter garden to be located on the block bounded by Lipps Avenue,
Milwaukee Avenue, and Lawrence Avenue just one block southeast of the Jefferson Park Transit Center.

Vision: A walkable, transit-friendly “downtown Jeff
Park” with public gathering spaces to foster community
events and a range of entertainment, retail, and
restaurants to serve local residents and visitors.
Economic Development goals include:
O Provide guidance and assistance (such as
marketing, information on available resources,
etc.) to retain existing and attract new local, small
businesses;
O Attract a range of businesses that can fill vacant
storefronts and serve residents, employees, and
visitors;
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O Support the development of entertainment,
restaurants, and cultural destinations in Jefferson
Park; and
O Provide a range of housing options to add vitality
to the neighborhood and to accommodate people
of all ages and at various stages of their lives.
Inside American Science & Surplus, a Gladstone Corners shop
that draws customers from outside Jefferson Park

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Transportation

Design Guidelines

Vision: Jefferson Park as the “Gateway to Chicago" due
to its prime location and accessibility to transit and
major expressways. The area is enjoyable and easy to
get around by walking, biking or other modes, and it is
convenient to travel to destinations outside of Jefferson
Park by car or transit.

Design guidelines were developed as part of the plan
that provide standards for development proposals
that detail site design, building form and pedestrian
environment across the following elements.

Transportation goals include:

Design guidelines include:

O Improve walkability along key streets in the study
area;

O Building design including building orientation,
setbacks, entrances, base, and materials;

O Make the street network safer and more userfriendly at high-crash locations, such as Foster
Avenue & Northwest Highway and Higgins Avenue
& Milwaukee Avenue;

O Corridors and right-of-way including commercial
characteristics, signage, amenities and streetscape
elements;

O Improve access from the neighborhood to the
Transit Center for all users;
O Enhance bike and pedestrian access by upgrading
crosswalks and improving Long Avenue & Ainslie
Street; and
O Strategically address parking to support businesses
and local destinations through shared parking
opportunities.

The Jefferson Park Transit Center serves 12 CTA and Pace bus
routes, as well as the Metra UP-NW line

Implementation

The chapters in this Plan outline a detailed set of goals
and projects. Some of these activities are short-term
efforts that require cooperation and coordination and
can be undertaken within months. Other projects
are long-term in nature and will require working with
landowners, securing resources, and making steady
progress toward interim steps over time.
The implementation action items will adapt over time
as projects are implemented, resources are raised, and
tasks are adapted to meet external changes in funding
sources, economic trends or local priorities.

O Vehicular access, parking design and open space
including curb cuts, parking location, open spaces
and sustainable design;
O Street-specific guidelines for Milwaukee Avenue
and Northwest Highway north of Foster Avenue,
Milwaukee Avenue south of Foster Avenue and the
Ainslie Street and Lipps Avenue intersection.

Future new developments can utilize design guidelines to ensure
that they fit in with existing community character

Weston's Coffee & Tap filled what was formerly a vacant
storefront, helping contribute to one of the goals in this Plan
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Property Lines

Concept plans for the two blocks
along Lawrence Avenue just south of
the Jefferson Park Transit Center were
designed to attract new restaurants,
businesses, public plazas, and expanded S
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CHAPTER 1 | INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

Introduction
Background
The Jefferson Park Station Area Master Plan
provides a vision and implementation plan
for improvements around the Jefferson Park
Transit Center, which accommodates the CTA
Blue Line, Metra Union Pacific Northwest
(UP-NW) Line, 9 CTA bus lines, and 3 Pace
bus lines. The plan seeks to improve access
for all modes of transportation and envision
strategies to support local businesses and
enhance the character of the surrounding
Jefferson Park community.

The Jefferson Park Station Area Master Plan is funded
by the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) and
the City of Chicago. The RTA and City of Chicago
both supported this effort due to the importance of
transit and the planned capital improvements to the
Jefferson Park Transit Center. Jefferson Park, with its
access to CTA L, CTA Bus, Pace Bus and Metra service,
as well as access to I-90 and I-94, is one of the key
transportation hubs in Chicago. Planning for land use
around the station area is critical to support economic
opportunities and quality-of-life for Jefferson Park
residents.
In 2016, the City of Chicago Department of Planning
and Development (DPD) and Alderman John Arena
applied to the RTA's Community Planning Program.
The Alderman's office saw an opportunity to bring to
the Jefferson Park area a planning initiative similar to
the Six Corners Economic Development Plan, which
was adopted by the Chicago Plan Commission in 2013
and that intends to: attract new retail development,
enhance cultural and entertainment offerings, upgrade
building storefronts, and increase connectivity and
accessibility.

This plan comes at an opportune time, as there are two
new transit projects on the horizon that will benefit
the Jefferson Park community.
In 2014, the CTA began work on the $492 million
"Your New Blue" program to substantially renovate
the O'Hare branch of the CTA Blue Line, including
renovation of the Jefferson Park Station. Improvements
will include track, signal, and traction power upgrades,
the tracks and station infrastructure, as well as
customer-facing improvements at 13 stations along
the line. This upgrade will represent the largest
investment in the Blue Line in more than 30 years.
It is expected to bring 1,300 construction jobs and
will improve commutes for the 80,000 daily riders of
the O’Hare branch of the Blue Line. See Chapter 5 for
additional information on the future improvements of
the Jefferson Park Station.
Additionally, Pace Suburban Bus is implementing the
new Pulse Milwaukee Line, a rapid transit bus line
that will operate along Milwaukee Avenue between
the Jefferson Park Transit Center and the Golf Mill
Shopping Center in Niles. Service is expected to begin
in 2018.

The “Your New Blue"
project will represent the
largest investment in the
Blue Line in more than 30
years.
Copernicus Center, Jefferson Park
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CHAPTER 1 | INTRODUCTION

Objectives of this Plan

How to Use This Plan

The Jefferson Park Station Area Master Plan has four
main objectives:

This plan is organized around the three main
topic areas that guided the planning process:
Community Character, Economic Development, and
Transportation. Each chapter begins with a brief
overview of existing conditions, which sets the context
for the goals and recommended projects that relate
to each topic area. A chapter on Design Guidelines
provides standards for future development proposals.

1 Plan for neighborhood improvements around
Jefferson Park Transit Center: The upcoming
renovation of the Jefferson Park station presents an
opportunity to revitalize the area surrounding the
Transit Center and envision potential improvements. A
station area plan can help guide this vision and build
upon the benefits that the station rehab will bring.

The Jefferson Park Station Area Master Plan presents
a vision for the future of the neighborhood,
documenting the community’s preferred path
for future change and providing predictability for
potential new development.

Figure 1.1 | Station Area Map
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4 Develop a balanced vision for new development
that builds on community character: Jefferson
Park residents value their neighborhood, but they
also recognize the potential for new businesses
and amenities that can make the area more vibrant.
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3 Plan for neighborhood amenities around the
Transit Center: For many, the Transit Center is a
centrally-located and commonly-visited node of the
community. As a result, the surrounding area should
function as a hub for activities and amenities that cater
to the residents and transit users.
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2 Improve access for all users to the Transit
Center: Currently, the Transit Center can feel
inaccessible to pedestrians or bicyclists, due to unsafe
crossings and a lack of a coherent, connected on-street
bicycle network. The Plan addresses these issues and
recommends projects that will lead to a safer, more
comfortable environment for all users.

Implementation strategies are discussed throughout
the plan document, with potential partners and
resources listed directly underneath each project. The
final chapter describes which efforts can be of focus in
the short-, medium-, and long-term.
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CHAPTER 2

Community
Engagement

Community Outreach & Engagement
Community outreach and engagement was a central
element of the planning process, incorporating a
variety of face-to-face meetings, events, and webbased technologies. Through presenting alternatives,
community members had a variety of opportunities
to provide input into the Plan. The process included
identification of project objectives, key issues and
opportunities, and a vision for the study area. This
input led to the development of goals and projects
in the areas of community character, economic
development, and transportation.

Engagement by the Numbers

A
b
s
a

14
12
4
3

Stakeholder
Meetings
Key
Interviews

Advisory Groups
Rather than having just one Steering Committee
to oversee the planning process, this project had
three advisory groups, each of which offered unique
perspectives and expertise. The Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC) was comprised of the Regional
Transportation Authority (RTA); the City of Chicago
Department of Planning and Development (DPD),
the 45th Ward, and the Department of Transportation
(CDOT); Metra, Chicago Transit Authority, and Pace.
The TAC reviewed and provided feedback on all project
deliverables.
Local business owners served on a second advisory
group, the Business Resource Group (BRG). The BRG
provided valuable insight into Jefferson Park’s business
environment and the issues and opportunities to
consider when planning for economic development.
The third advisory group was the Resident Resource
Group (RRG), made up of a range of people from
different parts of the community who served as
ambassadors to organizations they are members of in
the community.
Interviews
In order to gather additional perspectives and indepth input on specific themes or questions, the team
arranged interviews with stakeholders from both
residents and businesses throughout the process.

Local
Events
Community
Meetings
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CHAPTER 2 | COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Community Meetings
There were three large community meetings, each
held at a different stage of the planning process, that
in total drew over 325 local residents and stakeholders.
The first, in June 2016, was primarily a listening
session. Over 150 residents attended and participated
in three interactive stations (Community Character,
Economic Development, and Transportation). Each
station featured boards with key findings from the
existing conditions analysis, and the project team took
notes on comments and concerns from residents.
Community Meeting #2 presented draft goals and
projects, eliciting more feedback by inviting attendees
to vote on their favorite ideas and participate in
interactive mapping exercises meant to envision future
land uses. Over 80 residents attended the second
meeting, with 983 votes cast—attendees placed
stickers on projects they would like to see come to
fruition—and 42 comment cards submitted.
The third community meeting took place in January
2018. The draft plan was presented in an open house
format, and over 70 residents came out to provide
input on the recommendations which were refined
based on their feedback to become a part of the plan.

Community Voices

Project Marketing

Jeff Park
JOIN
JO US FOR
OR THE
TH
H 1 COMMUNITY
MMUNIT
UNITY MEETING
NG
st

Monday,
onday
a Junee 19thh 6:00-7:30pm
0 7:30ppm
@ Thee Copernicus
Copern
p rniccus
us Center
Ce Annex
A ex
5214
5214
52
2 W. Lawrence
ce Ave
ve

SHARE IDEAS + TAKE THE SURVEY
www.AccessJeﬀPark.org

“It is important to keep Jeff

Park comfortable for the
old-timers but attractive for
young families who want to
settle into a home."
-Jeff Park resident

Jeff Park

MASTER PLAN OPEN HOUSE
Monday, January 22, 2018
Copernicus Center Annex
5214 W. Lawrence Ave
6:30PM-8PM

Learn more at www.AccessJeffPark.org

In addition to advertising events online, project
cards were distributed at local businesses and
events to market the events and ensure the
maximum number of attendees.

”
”
”

“We would love to see

storefronts filled and
increased walkability in
our downtown."
-Jeff Park resident

“The area should have signs

highlighting events and
places to go nearby."
-Jeff Park resident
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Outreach Snapshot
Project Website
A website, www.AccessJeffPark.org, was created and
used to compile all project resources and documents
and to share project updates. The site also featured a
“Share Your Idea” form that allowed anyone to submit
comments and/or photos. By the end of the planning
process, the site received over 2,700 unique visitors
and 44 people shared written comments.
Community Events & Local Organizations
The project team attended several community-wide
events in an effort to make engagement as easy as
possible by meeting residents where they already are.
At both Jeff Fest and the Jefferson Park Sunday Market,
people had the chance to ask questions and fill out a
shortened version of the online survey. 80 residents
and visitors filled out survey cards at these events.
The team also presented at a meeting of the Jefferson
Park Chamber of Commerce and a meeting of the
Gladstone Park Chamber of Commerce/Gladstone Park
Neighborhood Association, in addition to meetings
with board members of Chicago Housing Initiative,
Jefferson Park Forward, Jefferson Park Neighborhood
Association, and Northwest Side Unite.

Outreach at the Sunday Market and Jeff Fest

Website + Idea Metrics
April 2017 to March 2018
_________________________________

8,000+

Website Page Views
____________________

2,800+

Unique Website Visitors
____________________

300+

Ideas Shared
(website + meetings)

____________________
Website Features
Share Your Idea Tool
Upload Photo Tool
Project Follow Feature
Documents
News Posts
Photo Gallery
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Survey
Over 1,000 people responded to an online survey
that asked questions about how residents get around
the Jefferson Park Station Area, what other business
districts they visit to dine or shop, and what types of
uses they wish to see in Jefferson Park. Highlights from
the survey include:
84% of respondents rate transit access as either
good or excellent.
Local shopping (77%), restaurants (70%), and
walkability (49%) are the top elements rated as
needing improvement

Almost half (48%) of respondents report that they
shop in Jefferson Park at least once per week.

67% of respondents say that pedestrian crossings
are a high priority for future improvements in the
station area (Figure 2.1)

58% of people also shop in Niles at least once per
week, and other popular areas include: Harlem
Irving Plaza, Edison Park/Norwood Park, Six
Corners, Lincoln Square, Harwood Heights, and
Park Ridge.

Other high priorities are improvements to
staircases and viaducts (62%), greater walkability
(46%), and more landscaping and greenery (39%).
Taken together, the meetings, events, and survey led
to the formulation of goals for community character,
economic development, and transportation. These
goals point to the need for high-quality design that
builds on the character of Jefferson Park, developing
efforts to attract businesses into currently vacant
storefronts, creating outdoor public places that foster
community gatherings, and improving walkability and
access to the Transit Center and business district for all
users.

The most common place for respondents to dine is
Jefferson Park, with 43% reporting that they go to a
neighborhood restaurant at least once per week.
Other dining destinations include: Niles, Edison
Park/Norwood Park, Portage Park, Rosemont,
Lincoln Square, Lincoln Park, Park Ridge, and
Downtown.

Figure 2.1 | Excerpt from Survey Results

SURVEY RESULTS

WHAT IMPROVEMENTS SHOULD BE MADE?
67%
Of survey respondents
indicated that pedestrian
crossings were a high
priority
-----------------------------------------Other high priorities:
- Staircases and viaducts (62%)
- Greater walkability (46%)
- Landscaping/greenery (39%)

100.0%
90.0%
80.0%

Survey Success!

70.0%
60.0%

67.2%

61.9%

39.0%

50.0%

45.8%

25.6%

31.1%

15.4%
14.1%

40.0%

High

30.0%
20.0%
10.0%

23.3%

28.3%

41.1%

31.1%

41.1%

33.9%

41.0%

Medium

33.0%

Over 1,000 survey responses were collected via the online
survey and surveys distributed at Jeff Fest, the Farmers Market,
and the Gladstone Park Neighborhood Association Meeting.

0.0%
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CHAPTER 3

Community
Character

Vision: Jefferson Park is a vibrant, livable community with a strong identity,
a mix of land uses and a "small town in the City feel." New development is
high-quality in design and builds upon existing community character while
filling in vacant land and storefronts and contributing to a more active and
successful neighborhood.
Throughout the planning and engagement process,
residents shared the things they appreciate about
Jefferson Park as it is today, and also what they
hope to see in the Jefferson Park of the future.
Consistently, residents discussed a desire to want
to build on the neighborhood feeling that is in the
community now, while also seeing storefronts filled
to achieve a new sense of vibrancy.
At the same time that residents want to see their
community realize its full potential, there is also
market support for reinvestment in Jefferson Park
based on its many community assets and prime
location.

1) Jefferson Park has a strong
history of which residents are
proud.
In 1889, the City of Chicago moved to annex
Jefferson Park Township, at a time when it was home
to only 500 residents who were primarily Polish and
German immigrants. By 1900, there were streetcar
rail lines along Lawrence Avenue, Milwaukee
Avenue, and Elston Avenue. These thoroughfares
connected Jefferson Park to other communities
and to downtown, providing connections across
railroads and the North Branch of the Chicago River.
During the 1910s and 1920s the neighborhood
experienced an influx of immigrants from Poland,
Germany, Russia, Czechoslovakia, Italy, and Sweden.
These newcomers built frame cottages, brick
bungalows, and two- and three-flat buildings, the
main housing types for which the community is still
known today.
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New opportunities are needed to bring new visitors,
shoppers, and diners to Jefferson Park. More people
means more dollars spent locally, more "eyes on the
street" that can contribute to community safety, and
more choices for Jefferson Park residents.
Using the Plan's design guidelines (Chapter 6), the
neighborhood can ensure that new development fits
into the existing community fabric, respecting the
historic nature of "downtown" Jeff Park as a gateway
to Chicago that provides an authentic neighborhood
experience with entertainment, restaurants, stores,
and cultural destinations.
By 1930 the population had grown to over 20,000
residents. Development slowed during the 1950s
due to the emergence of the automobile, the
construction of the Kennedy Expressway in 1959
which cut diagonally through the neighborhood,
and the subsequent migration to the suburbs for
many Chicagoans. Still, by the 1960s commercial
properties occupied most of the frontage along
Milwaukee Avenue.
In 1970, the Chicago Transit Authority created a
Jefferson Park terminal that would connect CTA
and Pace bus routes, a Greyhound bus stop, and
commuter rail and elevated train lines. From 1971
until 1983 the Jefferson Park station served as the
northwestern terminus of the CTA’s Milwaukee Line,
which is today known as the Blue Line, and served as
a hub for CTA buses throughout the Northwest Side
of Chicago.
In the 1980s, this line was extended west to O’Hare
Airport. By this time, the neighborhood’s main
concentration of activity consisted of small offices
and businesses located at the intersection of Higgins
Avenue, Lawrence Avenue, and Milwaukee Avenue.
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2) There is a wide range of land uses
in the Jefferson Park station area.
The Study Area (shown in Figure 1.1) today has a wide
variety of land uses. Nearly half of the area is dedicated
to residential uses, and single-family homes and
multi-family buildings together constitute 47.7% of the
area. The next most prominent uses are commercial
(14.5%) and mixed-use (10.1%) spaces. Vacant land
uses—including commercial storefronts, residences,
and vacant lots—occupy 9.6% of the Study Area.
Transportation infrastructure also occupies a large
amount of land uses at 9%, which is unsurprising given
the neighborhood’s breadth of transportation options.
Jeff Park is also home to a number of cultural
institutions, including the Copernicus Center, the Gift
Theatre, the Ed Paschke Art Center, and the Masonic
Temple.
The station area has three different kinds of
commercial zones: Neighborhood Shopping
District (B1), Neighborhood Mixed-Use District (B2),
Community Shopping District (B3), and Neighborhood
Commercial District (C1). All commercial zones in the
station area allow for apartments either on or above
the ground floor, and floor area ratios (FARs) range
from 1.2 to 3.

Transit-Served Location
The City of Chicago's Transit Oriented Development
(TOD) ordinance aims to provide an incentive to
developments that are located in close proximity to
CTA and Metra train stations in order to reduce traffic
congestion and take advantage of Chicago's transit
system.
A quarter-mile ring around the Jefferson Park Station
is covered by the TOD Ordinance with the exception of
portions of Lawrence Avenue and Milwaukee Avenue
that have been designated Pedestrian-Streets (or
P-Streets). The TOD ordinance:
O Allows projects that qualify and are within a B-3 or
C-3 zone to reduce the lot area per unit, increase
the maximum building height, and increase the
maximum Floor Area Ratio to 3.5 (subject to
approval), and
O Allows for minimum parking requirements to
be reduced for projects that are within a B or C
district.

i What is FAR?
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) is the ratio of a building's
total floor area (or square footage) to the
surface area of the lot upon which that building
is built. To learn more about this zoning tool
and zoning in Chicago in general, visit https://
www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/depts/bacp/
sbc/zoning.html.
Examples of the variety of housing and
building types in Jefferson Park
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Figure 3.1 | Transit-Served Location and P-Streets Map
The TOD ordinance, as amended in 2015, also
incorporates elements of P-Streets, which are
designed to protect existing retail areas through
special regulations that promote pedestrian safety
and comfort, transit, and economic vibrancy along
the corridor, including limited curb cuts to protect the
pedestrian nature of the streets.

BERWYN AVE

FOSTER AVE

Within the study area, Milwaukee Avenue from Higgins
Avenue/Ainslie Street to Giddings Street and Lawrence
Avenue from Laramie Avenue to Long Avenue have
P-Street designations (Figure 3.1).

HIGG
INS
AVE

LAWRENCE AVE
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Transit-oriented development (TOD) focuses
on having a mix of uses (commercial,
residential, office, and entertainment) near
a transit station. Because of the upcoming
significant investment in the Jefferson Park
Transit Center, there is an opportunity to
provide and encourage high-quality TOD in
the area. Visit www.TOD.org and growchicago.
metroplanning.org to find out more about
TOD.

CENTRAL AVE

i What is TOD?

SUNNYSIDE AVE
JEFFERSON PARK STATION AREA MASTER PLAN | Transit-Served Location Map
Jefferson Park Station Area

Metra Station Entrances

Metra/CTA 1/4 Mile Zone

P-Street

CTA Station Entrance

Metra/CTA 1/2 Mile Zone
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3) Residents value the character
of the neighborhood and want to
ensure that any future development
has high-quality design.
The station area contains a variety of notable
elements that contribute to a sense of place in the
community. For example, signage helps to define the
neighborhood, providing information about accessing
transit, parks, and other destinations. Facades and
building materials can be representative of the
area’s history, or can serve as a transition to a more
modern lifestyle in the community. The streetscape
is more than simply roads, bike lanes, or sidewalks,
and includes other elements like public art and
landscaping that help to beautify Jefferson Park.

The Design Guidelines chapter of this plan presents
a set of principles that will convey the expectations
for the quality of new development. The Guidelines
will show how new and rehabilitated buildings
can fit in with the existing character and serve to
enhance the overall neighborhood environment. The
guidelines address setbacks, building orientation,
facade transparency, and streetscape/landscape
elements. These design details are important for the
development to relate to and fit in with the rest of the
street and larger community context.

“I like the idea of folding in old

with the new and presenting
character and history in new
development."
-Resident Idea

”

Character images from throughout Jefferson Park: older building
facade, Wilson Park Fieldhouse, Veterans Memorial
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Goal 1
Improve the sense of place and
build on the identity of Jefferson
Park, balancing new development
with its historic character.
Introduction

Jefferson Park can harness interest in the area into
reinvestment to strengthen its business district,
improve walkability and provide a range of retail,
entertainment, and cultural options for its residents.
Thoughtful planning and design are essential to guide
development that will result in projects that build on
Jefferson Park’s assets and provide new opportunities
for businesses to thrive.

Project 1.1 | Strengthen recognition of signature
buildings such as the Copernicus Center, Thomas
Jefferson Park and other iconic buildings and
recognize historic and notable buildings.
Jefferson Park is home to a collection of unique
buildings, distinctive architecture and public places.
Efforts to publicize the history and architecture of
these buildings can be made available through
websites, social media, and through plaques and
wayfinding in the neighborhood.
Partners: Northwest Chicago Historical Society, DPD, and
Jefferson Park Forward
Resources: Illinois Main Street

Mural on Ed Paschke Art Center building
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A Inventory historically significant buildings.
Organizations such as Northwest Chicago Historical
Society have taken efforts to document historically
significant buildings through collecting photographs
and posting descriptions of sites that are notable
for both historical and architectural value. This effort
should be continued and supported by the community
as an important element in documenting structures
and important places in Jefferson Park.

B Recognize historic and notable buildings with
plaques and wayfinding.
Plaques have been used to recognize significant
buildings in Jefferson Park. This effort should be
continued based on both historic and architectural
value to the community. Wayfinding kiosks, as
described in the Transportation Chapter, can be used
to point visitors to select buildings of interest in the
community such as the Copernicus Center, Jefferson
Park Masonic Temple, and landmarked properties.

C Investigate joining the Illinois Main Street
Program to further refine strategies to reuse older
buildings and market Jefferson Park.
Investigate joining the Illinois Main Street Program
in order to seek technical assistance and resources
focused on the Milwaukee Avenue and Lawrence
Avenue corridors. The network of Main Street sites can
provide connections and tools that could help market,
investigate funding resources, and make available
other technical resources to attract reinvestment in
older buildings.

CHAPTER 3 | COMMUNITY CHARACTER

Project 1.2 | Encourage adaptive reuse of vacant
storefronts and buildings, particularly on
Milwaukee Avenue through facade improvement,
interior space renovation and/or sensitive
additions to buildings.
Older buildings located on Milwaukee Avenue can be
repurposed and used for new stores and businesses,
but will need to be upgraded and be marketed at a
competitive price to be viable for reuse.
Partners: Jefferson Park Chamber, Gladstone Park Chamber,
45th Ward, DPD, SomerCor
Resources: SBIF, TIF, Historic Preservation Tax Credits

A Encourage landowners to restore vacant
storefronts.
Property-owners will need to renovate spaces to
make them available for leasing. Efforts to provide
financial assistance for older buildings that provide the
backbone of Jeff Park’s character should be pursued,
whether it is through reducing parking requirements,
expediting permits, or assisting with rehab and facade
improvement expenses.

B Utilize Small Business Improvement Funds
(SBIF) to support renovation of buildings and facade
improvements.

Project 1.3 | Incorporate design/wayfinding
elements as a part of architectural features in key
locations.

The City’s SBIF program has been very successful
in Jefferson Park, as allocated funds have been in
demand and distributed based on the needs of local
businesses. Efforts to increase SBIF funding with
the goal of an annual allocation would allow for a
predictable source of funds to support property
upgrades, particularly to assist businesses in older
buildings on Milwaukee Avenue and Lawrence
Avenue.

Just as the architectural form of the Copernicus
Center provides an indicator to people that they are in
Jefferson Park, there are other opportunities to pursue
features that mark critical corners, intersections or sites
that reinforce the character of the area and provide
signals to visitors that they have arrived in Jefferson
Park.

C Take advantage of New Markets Tax Credits.
Larger projects may be able to take advantage of
federal New Markets Tax Credit in qualifying Census
Tracts in Jefferson Park, such as along Milwaukee
Avenue between Lawrence Avenue and Gale Street.
New Markets Tax Credits can be used for commercial
redevelopment. Due to the complexity of the funds,
the credits are often more viable for larger projects,
such as new development that could take place
between Milwaukee Avenue and Lipps Avenue north
of Lawrence Avenue.

Partners: CDOT, 45th Ward
Resources: TIF, private fundraising/sponsorship

A Design, fundraise, secure locations, and install
wayfinding features at Lawrence Avenue and
Lipps Avenue and at Milwaukee and Gale Street to
welcome visitors into Downtown Jefferson Park.
Pursue efforts to install new wayfinding features at
the two primary entrances to the business district: at
Lawrence Avenue and Lipps Avenue and at Milwaukee
and Gale Street. As discussed in the Transportation
section of the plan, wayfinding features can include
kiosks with a map and guide to key destinations in the
area. Jefferson Park's Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
fund, which expires in 2021, is one possible funding
mechanism for these types of improvements.

B Encourage developers to embrace corners and
provide quality architectural elements.
Architectural design can serve to welcome visitors to a
community, whether it is through entrances to stores
set at the corners, façade elements, windows, or other
features that take cues from nearby buildings while
also marking spaces as distinctive and inviting.

Examples of existing facade features in Jefferson Park that can be restored
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Goal 2
Improve and create public spaces
to increase social interaction and
pride of place.
Introduction

Jefferson Park, as a small town in the City, needs a
public open space that serves as central gathering
space for events and activities. While Jefferson Park
provides a large park with abundant green space, a
public “town square” is needed that can provide a
hub for gatherings and be home to more commercial
activities, such as café seating for restaurants, a
stage for small- to mid-sized events, and a pleasant
environment for people to gather at all times of the
year.

Project 2.1 | Create community gathering spaces
that can support outdoor cafes and events.
Incorporate new open spaces as part of
redevelopment efforts. The open spaces can help
attract residents, customers and visitors to Jefferson
Park and support commercial development
opportunities surrounding an outdoor plaza.
Partners: CDOT, local businesses and landowners,
Copernicus Center, Paschke Arts Center
Resources: TIF, private fundraising/sponsorship, developer
contributions

Giddings Plaza in Lincoln Square is an example of
a well-designed and popular public place.
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A Create a plaza area at Lawrence Avenue and
Lipps Avenue that can serve restaurants, events and
public gathering.
As part of a new development that can be located on
the block bounded by Milwaukee Avenue, Lawrence
Avenue, and Lipps Avenue, design and build a new
outdoor plaza. The plaza would be surrounded by
restaurants and businesses and could be home to
outdoor seating on a typical day, paired with a small
stage for entertainment during events. On larger event
days, such as Taste of Polonia, the plaza could be part
of the festivities that are located on Lipps Avenue and
at the Copernicus Center.

B Realign Higgins Avenue to create a public plaza
for the Veterans Memorial at Higgins Avenue /Long
Avenue /Milwaukee Avenue.
As discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, realignment
of Higgins Avenue at Milwaukee Avenue will allow for
the creation of an expanded public space. The Veterans
Memorial, which is currently located in a traffic island,
could be moved slightly to the south to be in a more
inviting space that pays respect to veterans while also
providing more public space to embrace residents
and visitors from the Transit Center across Milwaukee
Avenue.

C Create a shared space at the Copernicus Center
for parking and events.
The Copernicus Center parking lot is already used for
special events such as Taste of Polonia. The lot can be
upgraded for use at local festivals, creating an inviting
entry into Jefferson Park and a shared space for a
variety of uses. During these events, shared parking
can be provided across Lipps Avenue as a part of any
redevelopment efforts on the block.

CHAPTER 3 | COMMUNITY CHARACTER

Project 2.2 | Create a year-round indoor space (a
winter garden) that can open up to a plaza and
serve as a connection to the Transit Center.
Winter gardens are a way to create an inviting yearround space that can be home to restaurants and
entertainment as well as serve as a location for events
and a gathering space for the community. As part of
redevelopment of the Milwaukee Avenue/Lawrence
Avenue/Lipps Avenue block, construction of a winter
garden could be explored as a way to attract retail
development and customers to Jefferson Park.
Partners: Local businesses and landowners, CDOT
Resources: Foundations, Sponsors, Developer contributions

A Locate winter garden at the northwest corner
of Milwaukee Avenue and Lawrence Avenue and
incorporate as part of other new development on
that block.
The winter garden would be a defining element of the
development effort and provide a distinctive reason to
locate in Jefferson Park. It would be privately owned
and maintained and built as a part of redevelopment
of the block. Such a space would provide a year-round
venue to house restaurants and events, providing
a unique experience in Jefferson Park that is not
available outside of the Loop.

Rendering of proposed winter garden and public plaza to be located on the block bounded by Milwaukee Ave., Lipps Ave., and Lawrence
Ave. View shows perspective of someone looking out from inside the winter garden, with an awning overhead, facing northeast.

B Create a long-term management plan and
schedule of events for the winter garden.
The indoor space would be privately-owned and
maintained but could be a center for a variety of
events from music and cultural events to children and
family activities.

Examples of public plazas including Giddings Plaza
in Lincoln Square (lower left) and a shared parking
event space (lower right)
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Goal 3
Pursue mixed-use development
that meets design guidelines,
promotes the character of
Jefferson Park, and reinforces a
sense of place and welcoming for
the community.
Introduction

Redevelopment should include preservation of the
former Woolworth's Building at the southeast corner
of Milwaukee Avenue and Ainslie Street, rehabilitation
of the former Fire Station at the northeast corner of
Lipps Avenue and Ainslie Street, and new construction
in the current vacant lots. These efforts can result in
a mixed-use development that includes an outdoor
plaza and winter garden as discussed in Goal 2, as well
as new commercial development to accommodate
small to mid-size retailers. Residential units above retail
ground-floor uses will provide activity and customers
to support retail. Residential floors should be set back
from the street so that they are less visible.
Partners: DPD, 45th Ward, local businesses and landowners
Resources: Private sources and uses to promote
redevelopment and reinvestment in the site

Former Fire
Station

ST
SLIE
N
I
A

Paschke Art
Center
Esdohr
House

Former
Woolworth's

Post Office
Annex
Milwaukee/Long/
Lawrence Block
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Potential Winter

Milwaukee/Lipps/
Lawrence Block

Garden/Plaza

Gift Theater
Windy City
Music Theater

Currently vacant former
fire station

Partners: Commercial development proceeds
Resources: Private foundations and funders for cultural
institutions

Jefferson Park
Transit Center

HIGG
INS A
VE

Currently vacant former
Woolworth's building

Any new project located here will be based on a
relocation of the Post Office Carrier Annex, which is
currently located on Milwaukee Avenue at Ainslie Street.
The Annex currently has an opaque facade and does
not include any commercial activity, thereby detracting
from an active retail environment along Milwaukee.
If its functions could be relocated to another facility,
this would free up redevelopment of the block. New
development should include space for the expansion
of the Paschke Art Center, the Gift Theater, and the
Windy City Music Theater. The redevelopment should
also include a pathway for pedestrians directly from the
Esdohr House—a historic building that was relocated
to the west side of Long Avenue in Jefferson Park—to
Ainslie Street and over to the Transit Center to the
northwest along Lipps Avenue.
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MI

Efforts to promote redevelopment and reinvestment
in Jefferson Park will need to follow the City of Chicago
zoning process and the design guidelines included
in this plan to be used as a reference for future
development. Redevelopment efforts can provide
opportunities for commercial spaces that meet
modern requirements, expansion of shared parking,
improved public amenities, and revival of the business
district. What kind of mixed-use development—rental,
condominium, senior housing, etc.—should be
determined based on market demand and housing
needs. The Existing Conditions Report contains more
information on housing demand.

Project 3.2 | Redevelop the Milwaukee Avenue,
Lawrence Avenue and Long Avenue block.

Project 3.1 | Redevelop vacant land and buildings
located at Milwaukee Avenue, Lipps Avenue and
Lawrence Avenue.

LAWRENCE AVE
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Figure 3.2 | Concept Plan for Milwaukee/Lipps/Lawrence Block
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Figure 3.3 | Concept Plan for Milwaukee/Long/Lawrence Block
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Goal 4
Improve community safety
through applying the principles
of Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED).

Introduction

Throughout the engagement process, many residents
expressed how they chose to live in Jefferson Park in
part because of its reputation as a safe and friendly
neighborhood, home to many families who have been
here for generations. Nonetheless, as in all places,
public safety can be improved. This can be achieved
through design, effective communication, and
partnerships between the police and the community.
Principles of CPTED should be incorporated into the
design and management of all new development and
public improvements.
		

Project 4.1 | Enhance Visibility
A clear path of visibility is essential to promote public
safety. This can be done using effective lighting,
ensuring that doors face public spaces, and preventing
blind or hidden space.
Partners: DPD, 45th Ward
Resources: Private property owners

A Use this Plan's Design Guidelines (see Chapter
6) to ensure that new development and public
space improvements can be seen from the street
with sensitive use of both lighting and landscaping
to reinforce a sense of place and a well-designed
environment.
B Design of new public plaza and winter garden
should provide a clear visible path from Milwaukee
Avenue and Lawrence Avenue to the Transit Center.

i What is CPTED?

Front porches serve to enhance the value of "eyes on
the street," an idea that promotes community safety
through neighbors looking out for one another.

Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) principles are internationally
recognized as a multi-disciplinary approach
to improving public safety through design. The
International CPTED Association has a mission
to "create safer environments and improve
the quality of life through the use of CPTED
principles and strategies." More information
can be found at www.cpted.net.

Front-facing building entrance faces clearly-defined
public right-of-way on Milwaukee Avenue across
from the Transit Center
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Project 4.2 | Natural Access Control

Project 4.3 | Clear Sense of Ownership

Project 4.4 | Property Maintenance

There should be a clear path provided (which can be
as simple as a well-maintained sidewalk) to all spaces.
This path can be enhanced with physical features and
lighting.

All spaces should be clearly defined as public or
private to make property ownership and maintenance
responsibilities clear.

Proper maintenance and cleanliness are essential to
a sense of safety and sense of place. As visitors come
to Jefferson Park, they will remember their experience
and return if they noticed clean streets and sidewalks,
trash in proper receptacles, and had an overall
pleasant walking experience.

Partners: DPD, CDOT, private property owners
Resources: Private property owners, 45th Ward

A Ensure development proposals offer natural access
control through attractive sidewalks, fences, and
walkways that make it clear how to reach a destination.
B Utilize design guidelines in development review to
clearly define public and private space.

The sidewalk turns to provide a clear path into the
playground (located at Lavergne & Lawrence), which is
clearly separated from the street
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Partners: DPD, CDOT, Metra, Union Pacific, CTA, private
property owners
Resources: Property owners, CTA, Metra, Union Pacific

A Ensure that there is a clear sense of ownership by
having a public or private owner responsible for every
site, making sure that snow is cleared along pedestrian
paths and that landscaping is maintained.

Partners: Local businesses and landowners, 45th Ward
Resources: Property owners, CTA, Metra, Union Pacific

A Ensure proper maintenance of private properties to
communicate public safety and a well-kept community.
B Maintain and improve public facilities, particularly
those near public spaces. For example, the maintenance
garage located inside Jefferson Park on Linder Avenue
could benefit from improved fencing and landscaping,
as well as a formalized employee parking area.

A simple fence defines the community garden (located at
Laramie & Ainslie) as a distinct place with a sense of ownership

The Jefferson Park Fieldhouse is an important destination
for the community. Property maintenance is critical to a
sense of safety and comfort.
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CHAPTER 4

Economic
Development

Vision: A walkable, transit friendly “downtown Jeff Park” with public
gathering spaces to foster community events and a range of entertainment,
retail and restaurants to serve local residents and visitors.
Jefferson Park is situated in the ideal location to
support economic development. With its access to
transit and interstate highways, the area is one of
the best nodes of transportation in Chicago. Retail
vacancies and vacant land near the Transit Station
presents both challenges and opportunities. While
Jeff Park historically developed as a “streetcar”
business district, it was hurt by a shift to more autocentric development and shopping patterns that
favored suburban locations.

However, current economic development trends can
be harnessed in Jefferson Park’s favor: throughout
the engagement process, residents expressed that
they would like to have experience-based retail
and restaurants. Jeff Park can be very competitive
with some of Chicago’s other walkable business
districts, such as Lincoln Square and Edison Park,
areas named by local residents as examples of places
where they currently like to go. If Jefferson Park can
attract and support the right kinds of destinations, it
can become a destination neighborhood that caters
to both residents and visitors, as it is already easily
accessible by transit, car, or shared vehicle.
These visitors may come from nearby
neighborhoods, or they may choose to visit while
staying at a hotel near O'Hare Airport—either way,
Jeff Park can become known as the place to go for a
genuine neighborhood experience, complete with
dinner and a show.

Existing businesses along Milwaukee Avenue
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Jefferson Park is known as a family-oriented
community, with a significantly higher share of
owner-occupied housing (56%) compared to the
City, though a large percentage of the households
are renters. The median income of $61,766 is well
above the citywide median and 27% of households
have incomes over $100,000.
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An analysis of the Study Area and Market Area,
shown in Figure 4.1, shows that population has
increased by 5.4% in the Study Area and 2% in the
Market Area since 2010. While the median age is
still significantly higher than the City of Chicago’s
(40 years compared with 34 years), it also is getting
younger, and 32% of households have children
under age 18. Neighborhood amenities are driving
these changes, as families move to the area for
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Jeff Park is starting to grow in population—largely
a result of younger households attracted to the
area—and it has a strong income base to support
economic development.
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1 A gap is shown as a positive number. A negative number (denoted by parentheses) indicates

that the area is attracting sales from outside of the area and has a surplus.

JUNE 1, 2017
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A comparison of these districts shows that
when looking at a similar geographic area in
each neighborhood, there are more business
establishments in Jefferson Park than Six Corners or
Edison Park, but only half as many as Lincoln Square.
Similarly, the number of businesses per 1,000 residents
is higher in Jeff Park than in Six Corners or Edison Park,
but still lower than Lincoln Square.
In an age of Amazon and Internet sales, those business
districts like Lincoln Square that provide a local
shopping and dining experience are proving that they
can compete and be successful destinations.
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LINCOLN SQUARE

The top neighborhoods in the City that residents
identified as places they like to go to dine and shop
are Six Corners, Edison Park, and Lincoln Square.
Both Lincoln Square and Edison Park have clustered
business districts around train stations, while
development at Six Corners was originally based
around streetcar routes and arterial streets.

Most importantly, there is far greater retail demand
than supply in Jeff Park with a total trade gap of $264
million. That means Jefferson Park residents are leaving
the Market Area to do their shopping and eating, often
heading to one of the comparison neighborhoods or
to suburban shopping areas such as Touhy Avenue in
Niles. In fact, in a survey of 969 Jeff Park households
conducted for this plan, the number one destination
for shopping and dining is Niles’ Touhy Avenue.

CALIFORNIA

2) The neighborhood compares
favorably to nearby business districts.
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Resident spending in the Jefferson Park Market Area
is equal to 40% of the total retail demand and 79%
of restaurant demand. While the data shows that the
largest retail gap is $85.9 million in motor vehicle and
parts dealers, it is important to recognize that auto
dealers would not be appropriate, or have sufficient
space, near the transit station.

The next largest is $79.2 million in general
merchandise stores, a category that includes
department stores, discount stores like Target,
warehouse clubs like Costco and Sam’s Club, and dollar
stores. A recent trend of “neighborhood” sized general
merchandise stores (15,000-40,000 square feet) could
fit the parameters of available sites at Milwaukee Ave.
and Lawrence Ave.
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Figure 4.4 | Jefferson Park Study Area Businesses and Market Area Retail Gaps

As shown in Figure 4.6, the current business mix is
made up of services (34%), eating and drinking (29%),
merchandise (21%) and auto-related uses (11%).
Addressing retail vacancies will depend on a strategy
of ensuring that there are available spaces ready to
lease at prices that are competitive with nearby areas.
As reported by local businesses, increasing foot traffic
would help to drive new business and economic
activity.
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For an economic development strategy to be
successful, the right mix of stores, restaurants and
entertainment are needed. Jeff Park’s location, strong
demographics, and supply of vacant storefronts and
land provide ample opportunity to create a vibrant
business district. It will take a targeted marketing
strategy, cooperative efforts among landowners,
community residents, and the development
community to realize this vision.

Figure 4.6 | Jefferson Park Study Area Existing Business Mix

LOCAL BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

REP CHI
4427 N Milwaukee Ave.
Est. 2007
“Jefferson Park is everything that Rep Chi is about:
hard work, friendliness, civic pride, and a sense of
community. It is an honor to be part of such an incredible part of the city and we are grateful for all of the
neighbors and friends that we have met over the years
since establishing our brick-and-mortar location.”
- Jeremy & Lyn, Store Owners

“Jeff Park has a
Source: City of Chicago Business Licenses, via City of Chicago Department of Planning and Development, 2017

neighborhoodcommunity vibe.
There's great
support for new
businesses."

-Jeremy Hooley,
Owner
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POP DENSITY
Jefferson
Park is also an appealing area for renters,
(PEOPLE/ACRE)
with median rent that is significantly lower than that
of other peer communities, Edison Park and Lincoln
Square (Figure 4.8). Furthermore, Jeff Park's location in
POP DENSITYtwo major employment centers (downtown
between
(PEOPLE/ACRE)
Chicago and the job O'Hare market) makes it attractive
to a mix of both professional and service workers.

12.6
31.0

Jefferson
POP DENSITY Park has been experiencing increased
(PEOPLE/ACRE)
pressure
and demand for new housing in recent years.
In fact, in January 2018, real estate website Redfin
ranked Jefferson Park number four on its list of "25
Neighborhoods That Have It All.'"

Figure 4.7| Jefferson Park Study Area Business Mix

SAMPLE HOUSING TYPES IN JEFFERSON PARK
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Single Family Detached
:: 2017 Median Home Price
:: Change, 2015-2017
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Townhome, Condo
:: 2017 Median Home Price
:: Change, 2015-2016
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17%

$153,000
13%

$255,000
42%

Source:
Crain’s
Chicago
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based on
RealReal
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Data; American
Community Survey 2010-2014; data represents Community Areas as defined by Midwest Real Estate
Source:
Crain's
Chicago
onMidwest
Midwest
Data, 2017
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Note: The most recent 3-year period of
data is shown here to reflect the increased
market pressures on housing prices in
Jefferson Park and comparable districts.
See the Existing Conditions Report for
more information on housing needs.
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Increased demand has caused housing prices to
rise, putting greater pressure on a limited inventory
of housing units and vacant and/or underutilized
properties in the area. Several multi-family new
construction projects have been approved for
development and/or broken ground in 2017-2018.
These new housing developments will add more
residents who will be customers of existing and new
businesses in the Jefferson Park Study Area.

According to the Woodstock Institute, the vacancy rate
in Jefferson Park is just 4.1%, compared with 12.95% in
Lincoln Square and 12.55% in Portage Park. This makes
Jefferson Park a “very tight market,” putting increasing
pressure on housing prices. Foreclosure filings have
decreased from a peak of 206 in 2010 down to 35 filings
in 2015 with a slight uptick to 51 filings in 2016. With
prices up and foreclosures down, the market has shown
signs for strong resales.

As shown in Figure 4.7, single family homes have
increased 9% in median home price from 2015 to
2017, while townhomes and condominiums have
increased 29% over those two years. Figure 4.8 shows
that Jefferson Park is 59% owner-occupied and 41%
renter-occupied, similar to Six Corners, but with a lesser
share of owner-occupied housing than Edison Park and
more than Lincoln Square. Rent levels are rising, with a
median rent of $877 in Jefferson Park.

The plan calls for additional mixed-use residential
developments to provide housing opportunities
for people to stay in the community as well as for
households who would like to move to Jefferson Park
due to the quality-of-life and convenience of the area.

The goal of this plan is to provide guidance to ensure
that new development and/or redevelopment in
Jefferson Park is reflective of community input received
throughout this planning process while meeting the
housing needs of all members of the community.

Figure 4.8 | Comparison Business Districts Housing Data
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Gale Street Inn
has been a local
favorite in the
Jefferson Park
neighborhood
since 1963.

An effective economic development strategy should
begin with making sure support is provided to
existing businesses. While there are some destination
businesses that attract customers from throughout
Chicago, there are other businesses that are a
neighborhood draw, but may not be known beyond
their loyal followers. Marketing efforts to keep existing
customers and attract new ones to these businesses
are critical to a successful economic development
program, especially in an area like Jefferson Park
which is very accessible to transportation. In addition,
smaller stores and businesses may need assistance
with information on city services, permits, how to open
outdoor seating, etc. that are sometimes difficult to
navigate.
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Equally important is attracting a wide range of new
stores and businesses. Just as a shopping center looks
for a mix of businesses, a city business district needs to
attract a diverse range of businesses that complement
each other. The new coffee shop, Weston's, is not
only serving riders from the Transit Center located
across the street, but also aims to be a gathering spot
for neighborhood residents and area employees.
Businesses such as shared office space can add to the
mix, serving entrepreneurs who may be working out of
their homes but are ready to find quality office space.
These services are provided by the Jefferson Park
Chamber, Gladstone Park Chamber and the Alderman’s
office. Suggestions given by the community during
the planning process to expand support services
included the need for marketing to compete with
online retailers, accessing City financial incentives, and
packaging small business loans.

Promoting small business is a
laudable goal. It would be great
to establish a central hub for
community news/small businesses
(both an online and physical
presence). As a new resident I
am often bouncing between the
Alderman's Office, JP Chamber,
Shop Local, JP Forward, the
library, Nadig News and Facebook
to connect with larger community.
-Jeff Park Resident

Recommendations

Goal 1
Provide guidance and assistance
(such as marketing, information
on available resources, etc.) to
retain existing and attract new
local, small businesses.
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During the planning process, “Access Jeff Park”
was used to reinforce the connection between
transportation and Jeff Park. Business leaders should
come together to develop a common marketing
strategy that includes a consistent set of materials
that can be used across businesses, events and social
media. This would include a brand promise – what Jeff
Park can deliver – as well as a logo, tagline, colors, fonts
and messaging strategies.

Partners: Local businesses and landowners, 45th Ward,
World Business Chicago, O'Hare - Area Hotels/Concierges
Resources: Marketing funds, National Trust Main Street
Program

A Create marketing materials that can be used by
the Chambers, businesses and local organizations
to enhance visibility and reposition Jeff Park as a
destination with entertainment, restaurants, culture,
parks and open space.
Currently, each business and local destination has its
own marketing approach. This may be a mix of social
media, advertisements, flyers, etc. Jeff Park has a
strong identity associated with its residential areas, but
does not have a distinct brand for the business district.
A coordinated effort is needed with a messaging
strategy to bring Jeff Park into the consciousness
of Chicago diners and shoppers. This will need to
include a brand promise to ensure that the experience
measures up to the messaging.

Northwest Suburbs – Similar to Northwest Side
residents, tens of thousands of suburbanites pass
through Jeff Park each day without stopping.
Many are originally from Jeff Park and nearby
areas and may come back for church, to visit
friends, or go to special events like Jeff Fest. But
when they go out to eat in the City, they may
not think of Jeff Park as a destination. As more
restaurants and businesses move in, there is an
opportunity to attract more shoppers and diners
who are looking for a local experience with local
restaurants, similar to the reputation Edison Park
has built over time.

•

Visitors at O’Hare and Rosemont – Many
travelers staying in the O’Hare area have been
attracted to the restaurants and entertainment
in Rosemont, but often are looking for a less
commercial and more authentic neighborhood
experience. By working with hotel concierges,
there can be quick wins by marketing events at
Copernicus Center, Gift Theater and Ed Paschke Art
Center. In the long-term, redevelopment of the
Milwaukee/Lawrence block will be critical to offer
a local experience with a choice of restaurants,
businesses and entertainment options that can be
marketed to conventioneers and tourists staying
in the O’Hare area.

Local Audiences
Key to a marketing strategy is understanding the
various audiences to target, which may vary by
business and attraction but would include:

Project 1.1 | Develop a coordinated marketing
campaign.

•

•

Local residents from Jefferson Park, Gladstone Park
and nearby neighborhoods within a bike-ride or
short car trip such as Edison Park, Portage Park, Six
Corners, Sauganash, etc.

•

Northwest Side – with transportation networks
of I 90, the Blue Line and Metra, Jeff Park is well
positioned to attract residents and employees from
Ukrainian Village on the southeast up to Rosemont
on the northwest in a quick trip. Many of these
residents pass through Jefferson Park each day
without thinking twice about stopping. While there
is a mural at the Lawrence Avenue exit from I 90,
a more thorough marketing strategy is needed to
advertise reasons why Northwest Side residents
should stop and visit a local business.

“Brick and mortar retail shops

are challenging. Let's try other
kinds of business infrastructure
like restaurants, museums and
entertainment venues."
-Jeff Park Resident

N One example of prior
marketing efforts
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Project 1.2 | Provide support services and business
improvement grants for local businesses.
One of the most consistent pieces of feedback from local
businesses is the need for support to navigate existing
programs. It can be complex and time-consuming to
find out what is available and how to get through the
process.
Partners: DPD, Somercor, 45th Ward, Jefferson Park Chamber
Resources: SBIF, RTA Community Planning, Program support
for SSA feasibility study

A Promote SBIF funding to improve facades and
provide assistance with building permits and other
City services.
The Small Business Improvement Fund (SBIF) is a
program that provides financial assistance to businesses
that are making improvements to their property, such as
new facades or renovation. The SBIF program has been
highly successful in Jeff Park. Each time the program
has been offered, all funds have been allocated to local
businesses. The program should be offered on an annual
basis and continue to be marketed to local businesses.
The Alderman’s Office currently provides support to
access and navigate the program which is administered
by SomerCor on behalf of the City of Chicago.

B Conduct a feasibility study to create a Special
Service Area to provide services to businesses and
property owners including outreach to all property
owners.
Special Service Areas (SSAs) provide a means for local
businesses to pool resources to reinvest in a business
district. An SSA is administered locally by a non-profit
organization that provides program support. SSAs often
lead local marketing campaigns, plan events, provide
snow removal on sidewalks, empty trash and provide
landscaping improvements and beautification within
the SSA. The important element is that the money that
is raised locally must be spent within the SSA and is
governed by the SSA.
An exploratory outreach campaign should be conducted
to provide education on what SSAs are, what the costs
and benefits would be, and to determine local support
for the creation of a district. While there was an effort in
the past to create a SSA, the neighborhood has evolved
in just the past couple of years. SSAs have proven to
be an effective, locally-controlled tool to advance the
priorities that local taxpayers have.

Examples of services offered by SSAs: sidewalk snow removal, planters, and plaques describing local history
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LOCAL BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

WESTON'S COFFEE & TAP
4872 N Milwaukee Ave.
Est. 2017
“As a resident of Jefferson Park, I knew I wanted to
bring my coffee shop concept here, as opposed to
another neighborhood. The neighborhood knew we
were lacking a local coffee shop, and a place where you
could get a quality bite on the move and drinks before
going to or from the Transit Center. I opened Weston’s
to fill that need, and also to serve as a community
gathering place. I’m hoping it brings more foot traffic
and draws in folks from outside the neighborhood
who may not otherwise come to Jefferson Park.”
-Nick Davis, owner

CHAPTER 4 | ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Project 1.3 | Work with landlords and commercial
property owners to improve landscaping, signage,
access points, marketing, and sidewalk snow removal.
Local property owners and businesses can foster an
improved environment along public rights-of-way as
well as private commercial centers. Taken together,
local business leadership can create a more pleasant
experience for customers by encouraging a walking
environment where people can park once and visit
multiple locations.
Milwaukee Avenue and Northwest Highway north of
Foster Avenue are home to several commercial centers
and strip malls that were built for auto convenience.
While parking and car access is important for these
businesses, improvements can be made to the centers
to make them more attractive, walkable and up-todate. Retail is evolving, shoppers are looking for more
amenities, convenience, and experiences that aren't
found online.
Partners: Gladstone Park Chamber, Jefferson Park Chamber,
CDOT, BACP, 45th Ward
Resources: 45th Ward

Work with owners of the Gladstone Corners Shopping
Center to improve landscaping and make the center more
pedestrian-friendly.

A Assist businesses in acquiring public way use and
sidewalk café permits.
Landscaping improvements in the public right-of-way
require City permits as do sidewalk cafes. In order
to achieve the look and feel of the thriving business
districts identified by neighborhood residents (such
as Lincoln Square, Edison Park or Park Ridge) a
concerted effort is needed to work with businesses
to improve their physical street presence. This can
be done through mini design workshops and permit
information sessions to make it easy for businesses to
secure the permits they need for design improvements
such as signs, lights, canopies, awnings, banners, and
marquees, as well as planters and sidewalk cafes.

B Work with commercial centers to improve
landscaping and the pedestrian environment.
Commercial centers such as Gladstone Corners are
key destinations to the area. Gladstone Corners is
home to iconic businesses such as American Science
and Surplus and Elly’s Pancake House, among others.
Customers are often visiting the area for the first time.
Improvements in landscaping, signage and parking lot
design can help make the center a place where people
can park once and visit multiple businesses.

Outdoor cafe seating in Lincoln Square

Streetscaping enhancements in Edgebrook
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Project 1.4 | Upgrade the identity of Milwaukee
Ave, Lawrence Ave and Northwest Hwy through
banners and landscaping.
Central to an effective strategy is projecting an image
of a strong business district that matches others in
the City with well-maintained sidewalks, attractive
lighting, banners, and a sense of arrival in the area.
Partners: CDOT, local businesses and landowners, local
banks, local realtors
Resources: TIF, SSA, local businesses, banks and realtors

A Develop a detailed design suite for signage,
banners and streetscape improvements for
Milwaukee Avenue and Northwest Highway.

Formed Aluminum Cap
2” depth
Dimensional Letter (6”)
2” depth

10'

Dimensional Letter (5”)
1” depth
2’- 0”

One of the first steps is to design a consistent suite
of signs, banners and streetscape improvements.
There should be one set for the Jefferson Park streets
along Milwaukee Avenue between Foster Avenue
and Sunnyside Avenue and another, complementary
suite in Gladstone Park along Milwaukee Avenue
and Northwest Highway between Berywn and Foster
Avenue.

pg. 5

Existing banner in Jefferson Park (left) and
banner from Belmont Cragin (right) which
was the winning design of a contest
among local high schoolers
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Why

yhW
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6”

halsted
halsted
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3’- 6”
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We have so many hidden gems
in this community. People need
to be able to easily locate them."
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”
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“Wayfinding signs are a must.

-Jeff Park Resident
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Formed Aluminum Body Assembly
6” depth

4” Dia. Aluminum Post

3’-10”

(Concept A) Kiosk
Chicago, Illinois

SSA 45 Signage Program
Proposed Signage: Kiosk Options

(Concept B) Kiosk

Example of a concept design for a wayfinding signage program
01-19-2015
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Goal 2
Attract and target a range of
businesses that can fill vacant
storefronts and serve residents,
employees, and visitors.

Introduction

In the past, many businesses occupied storefronts in
outdated homes and as their businesses expanded,
they moved into buildings that offered larger
floorplates and suburban-style parking lots. However,
the changing face of retail points to smaller spaces
that are well-located in pedestrian-friendly business
districts and that offer a distinct shopping and
entertainment experience.
Project 2.1 | Identify stores, restaurants, and
businesses to fill vacant spaces.
Identifying the right businesses to fill vacant spaces,
especially the small spaces along Milwaukee will
take time, patience and casting a wide net. Food,
entertainment and miscellaneous retailers fit the retail
targets for these spaces. New developments will also
offer opportunities for larger floor plates which could
attract larger restaurants and neighborhood-scale
general merchandise stores.
Partners: Jefferson Park Chamber, Jefferson Park Forward,
Jefferson Park Neighborhood Association, Gladstone Park
Chamber, Gladstone Park Neighborhood Association
45th Ward
Resources: SSA, Class 7a and 7b incentives, SBIF

LOCAL BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT
A Create an inventory of empty retail spaces.
An online inventory map is critical to make it easy for
prospective businesses to know what is out there, who
to contact, and what the asking rents are. It needs to
be easy to identify who controls the available spaces,
and not have to track down unlisted vacant properties
that are not currently being marketed.

B Develop targeted campaigns to attract local,
regional and national retailers, restaurants and
businesses.
Once a comprehensive list of available spaces is
assembled, the branding is updated for Jefferson
Park, and there is coordination among the City, local
chambers and cultural institutions that provide a
strong identify for the area, a concerted campaign
can be undertaken to identify, contact, and attract
local, regional and national restaurants and retailers.
Jefferson Park residents want a mix of business types—
from local stores and coffee shops to national credit
tenants. Lenders tend to look more favorably on a
project when at least some of the space is rented to
national credit tenants, while local businesses provide
the character that differentiates a district from others.

COSMIC BIKES
4641 N Milwaukee Ave.
Est. 2016
“We opened our shop in Jefferson Park because there’s
not alot of other businesses like ours here, the rents
were quite reasonable, and the community seems very
receptive to new businesses. I think what would help
us and other businesses that are starting to open in the
area is having more stores that people can easily walk
to so that we can have more of a business community
that’s a destination for people in the area, as well as
people coming in from other neighborhoods.”
-Justyna Frank, co-owner

Efforts should include creating marketing sheets for
larger sites, as well as the overall opportunities in
Jefferson Park and Gladstone Park. Attending events
such as those put on locally by International Council of
Shopping Centers (ICSC) (i.e. the “Chicago Dealmaking”
event held every year) and being active in local ICSC
and networking events for chambers across Chicago
are critical to getting the word out that Jefferson
Park has an active business recruitment program.
For the larger sites, it is important to reach out to
organizations such as World Business Chicago that
might be working with a large office tenant that needs
access to both O’Hare and downtown, and want easy
transit and highway access.
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C Market cultural identity and build on existing
business clusters.
As part of Jefferson Park’s brand differentiation, there
are several cultural institutions and events that bring
people to the area and can be integral to a crossmarketing effort. These include: the Copernicus Center,
Gift Theater, Ed Paschke Art Center, Jeff Park Fest,
Fringe Fest, as well as iconic churches, bakeries and
restaurants that draw people back on a regular basis.
Cross-marketing among these different institutions
and businesses is critical to reframe the image of
Jefferson Park as a business district that has work, live,
and play opportunities for a wide clientele from young
couples to families to seniors.

Project 2.2 | Foster the development of quality
retail spaces on both sides of major commercial
streets (Milwaukee, Lawrence, Lipps).

A Utilize design guidelines to attract developments
that create a continuous business district along
Milwaukee Avenue and Lawrence Avenue.

One of Jefferson Park's challenges stems from the
physical gaps along the major streets. Underused
private parking lots, vacant buildings and land,
and infrastructure such as the viaducts under I-90
and Metra create barriers to a pedestrian-friendly
environment.

As discussed in the Community Character and Design
Guidelines chapters of this plan, Jefferson Park has
opportunities for new development within one to
two blocks of the Transit Center which most major
transit centers do not have. Development of vacant
parcels, along with sensitive reuse of older structures,
can result in a significant improvement of space
for entertainment, retail and restaurant uses. New
residential units will bring in new customers and
mixed-use buildings can also provide parking that can
be used for customers and transit riders.

This can be addressed by:
•

D Explore the use of Cook County Property Tax
Incentives such as Class 7a, 7b, or 7c.

•

The Office of the Cook County Assessor offers several
incentives that grant special reduced assessments to
properties that meet certain criteria. The Class 7a, 7b,
and 7c incentives have varying requirements but are
generally intended to encourage commercial projects
in areas determined to be "in need of commercial
development" or to commercial projects that would
not be economically feasible without assistance.
Certain properties in Jefferson Park may be eligible
and owners can consider applying for these incentives.

•

Empty storefronts (left) and underutilized sites
(right) can be repurposed or redeveloped using
the Design Guidelines described in Chapter 5.
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Working with landlords to encourage basic
renovations of vacant storefronts so that they are
ready to be marketed
Improving vacant lots, buildings, or large curb cuts
by adding amenities nearby such as landscaping
and public art
And by supporting infill development that has
modern retail spaces on the ground floor.

Partners: DPD, 45th Ward, Jefferson Park Chamber,
Gladstone Park Chamber, property owners
Resources: Available spaces database

B Focus on areas with major gaps, such as
Milwaukee Ave. between Giddings and Leland.
Filling in these vacant spaces with new development
that meets the Design Guidelines can reinforce the
stretch and provide opportunities for new ground
floor retail space and a modest amount of housing
above. For example, the drive-thru bank on the east
side of Milwaukee Avenue between Giddings and
Leland could be redeveloped with a low-rise mixeduse development, including a new drive-thru and retail
on the first floor and residential above for families or
seniors.
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Goal 3
Support new development of
entertainment, restaurants, and
cultural destinations in Jefferson
Park.

B Expand events in the Copernicus Center and
other local venues in Jeff Park through strategic
partnerships.
Jefferson Park has an existing hub of cultural
institutions. Each entity can continue to benefit from
this by seeking opportunities to partner for events,
festivals, and marketing efforts.

C Attract additional entertainment uses that can
serve as anchors to the community.

Introduction

Jefferson Park has the opportunity to expand on
entertainment, restaurant and cultural uses, based on
its location and current base of attractions.		
Project 3.1 | Find opportunities to attract additional
entertainment and visitors and support existing
cultural institutions.
Entertainment and cultural institutions bring people
and jobs to the community. There has been a recent
trend for entertainment and culture to seek out more
genuine and convenient locations like Jefferson Park,
rather than locate in areas such as River North or Old
Town where rents are high, parking is more expensive,
and the locations may not be as accessible for both
transit-riders and drivers.

The Paschke Art Center and the Gift Theatre can
become the base for attracting additional cultural
institutions and entertainment venues, such as a
movie theater, photography museum, additional live
theater, private galleries, workshops that are open to
the public, a brewery/restaurant, and sports-related
venues (e.g. practice facilities). More artwork in public
spaces can also help to reinforce a vibrant atmosphere.
The combination of activities and public art would
make Jefferson Park more of a destination than it is
currently.

Partners: Paschke Art Center, Gift Theater, Copernicus Center,
DCASE, 45th Ward, property owners
Resources: Available spaces database

A Support the expansion of Paschke Art Center
and Gift Theatre.

The Copernicus Center, the Gift Theater,
and the Paschke Art Center are all cultural
destinations in Jefferson Park.

There are opportunities to support the expansion of
both the Paschke Art Center and the Gift Theater, both
of which are looking for additional space. With the
right reuse of properties and/or new development,
quality space can be provided for these institutions.
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Project 3.2 | Explore the development of live-work
spaces and co-working opportunities.

A Market site along Lipps Street or other key sites
for live-work and co-working spaces.

Project 3.3 | Attract creative industries, startups,
and small businesses to flexible work spaces.

Jefferson Park has always been home to a wide
variety of trades, businesses, and entrepreneurs. In
the past that might have been a trade, travel agent
or hairdresser working on the side out of their home.
Today, that might be a tech entrepreneur, creative
artist, graphic designer or caterer. As the economy
changes, more people than ever are working out of
their home or looking for small spaces close to home
to run their business efficiently and conveniently, while
avoiding a long commute to a downtown office with
expensive rent.

Redevelopment efforts, either of existing, older
buildings, or new development, should consider
offering live-work spaces, coworking or incubator
spaces for small businesses. The wealth of talent
among neighborhood residents looking for
convenience, affordable rents, and a cluster of
activities would provide ready-demand to fill these
spaces. Shared services and amenities should also be
considered such as affordable fiber broadband access,
health club, shared common open space for meetings
and events, and even joint marketing efforts.

Partners: 45th Ward, Jefferson Park Chamber, landowners
and proposed developments

Partners: DPD, 45th Ward, National Trust, landowners and
proposed developments

B Investigate proper zoning to support such uses.
Zoning often assumes a single-use per space in a
building. Chicago is fortunate to have B Districts that
allow for either commercial or residential uses on the
ground floor. If true “live work” spaces are created
that allow flexibility in the use of space as the owner
desires, developers should work with the City of
Chicago to determine the proper zoning that would
allow such uses.

A Create marketing linkages between local
businesses and arts and cultural institutions to
draw in creative businesses and develop a cultural/
creative hub of activity.
In order to support efforts to attract creative industries,
tech industry, and entrepreneurs to Jefferson Park,
efforts can be taken to market linkages between local
cultural institutions and the national and international
talent of Chicago’s cultural economy, whether that’s
Gift Theater’s connections to Steppenwolf Theater,
Paschke Art Center’s link to both private and public
museums across Chicago and around the world,
or Copernicus’ outreach to Polish and other ethnic
institutions across the region.

Examples of live-work spaces in Logan Square, Chicago and in Evanston, Illinois
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Goal 4
Provide a range of housing
options to add vitality to
the neighborhood and to
accommodate people of all ages
and at various stages of their lives.

Introduction

One of the great benefits of Jefferson Park is that it
has always been home to a wide range of housing
stock. You can start out in a modest flat across from
Thomas Jefferson Park, buy a starter-home, fix it up
over time as your family grows, and then as a senior
seek a smaller space. Jefferson Park’s convenience,
neighborhood feeling, and range of housing stock has
supported generations of Chicagoans for decades,
from first- or second-generation immigrants moving
to Chicago for the first time, to long-standing families
who have raised their children and grandchildren in
the community. New development should continue
this tradition and offer a variety of housing options.

There are a variety of housing types throughout
Jefferson Park, from single-family to two- and threeflats, to multi-family housing.

Project 4.1 | Build on the variety of housing to
support economic development.
Well-designed residential uses can reinforce the legacy
of Jefferson Park’s housing mix and provide new
opportunities for longtime residents. For example,
new multi-family housing can serve young adults who
were raised in the community and are looking for a
modern space of their own, empty-nesters who want
the convenience of Jefferson Park but no longer want
to take care of a 100-year old bungalow, or seniors
who want to age in place and stay close to family and
friends. Nearby housing is the life-blood for restaurants
that need to have successful weeknights, not just
weekends.
Current trends support mixed-use development for
people looking to rent or buy a home convenient to
transportation and neighborhood amenities. How
this growth is guided to result in improving amenities
for the entire neighborhood is critical and can be
addressed through proper design guidelines and
neighborhood partnerships that result in a cohesive
and connected community.
Partners: DPD, 45th Ward, local realtors
Resources: Private development resources for family and
senior housing

A Follow design guidelines to provide new housing
along commercial streets to add vitality and patrons
for local stores and restaurants.
The design guidelines in this plan offer a roadmap for
residential and mixed-use development that responds
to the character of Jefferson Park – from making sure
there are first-floor active uses, to entrances that
face the street, to cornices that match neighboring
properties. Quality design matters and needs to
include amenities for the community such as shared
parking, improved landscaping, reduced stormwater,
bike racks, and common outdoor spaces.
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B Identify opportunities for senior housing,
especially active adult housing, so that long-time
residents can stay in the community.
Senior housing is no longer just assisted living and
nursing care. There is a very wide range of housing
needed and in demand for adults aged 55 and
over. This ranges from flats to active adult housing
to independent living to a variety of high-amenity
living environments. Providing this range of housing
is one of the strongest elements of the current
housing market and is likely to stay that way for years
as Baby Boomers retire. As older adults are able to
find new housing in the community, that frees up
single-family homes for younger families and allows
seniors to remain close to their friends, families, and
activities that they participate in, such as Polish dance
in the Copernicus Center to the Jefferson Masonic
Association.

Project 4.2 | Foster a sense of community across the
residential population in Jefferson Park.
The pride of Jefferson Park can be found on any
residential street corner. From tidy bungalows,
well-kept two- and three-flats, and small apartment
buildings, Jefferson Park is home to a variety of
housing types, all of which contribute to the sense of
community. New development pressures have caused
concern among a variety of long-time and newer
residents, and a sense of change is difficult in many
neighborhoods. It was difficult when department
stores in Jefferson Park closed. It was difficult when
the Gateway Theater closed in the 1970s and then the
Copernicus Center entered hard times in the 1990s. But
the revival of Copernicus, openings of new businesses
along Milwaukee, and the renewed market interest
in Jefferson Park means there is a chance to harness
this energy into building a new revived and energized
sense of community in Jefferson Park.
Throughout the planning process, not everyone
agreed on every issue but there emerged a vision of
vitality and civic spirit in Jefferson Park. People care
about the neighborhood and about their homes,
churches, bakeries, public and parochial schools, and
their neighbors.
Nearly every individual and organization talked about
the need for a common understanding in which people
could listen to the other side and form consensus
to move forward on projects that will benefit the
community. This takes time, understanding, and
a willingness to listen. And it takes the purposeful
leadership of each organization to create spaces
– whether it is a meeting room at Copernicus on a
Tuesday night, or a permanent public open space where
people can gather and enjoy their community – to
foster dialogue, understanding, and a common purpose.
Partners: JPNA, GPNA, JPF, Jefferson Park Chamber,
Gladstone Park Chamber, local businesses, banks and
realtors, Copernicus Center, Paschke Arts Center, Gift Theater
Resources: 45th Ward, private grants, local Chambers, local
businesses, banks and realtors
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A Connect residents to volunteer efforts and
events that bring people together from a variety of
backgrounds.
Go to any event in Jefferson Park and you will meet
people from throughout the community and often
across Chicago and the region. Whether it is the
Sunday Market, Taste of Polonia, Jeff Fest, or Gladstone
Park’s Throwback Music Festival, local volunteers are
manning information booths, the beer tent, and other
activities. This spirit is the heart of Jefferson Park and is
found at all events, large and small.
Through this civic spirit there is the opportunity to
reach out to new and old residents alike, connecting
them to ways to get involved in the community,
meet their neighbors, and contribute back to the
community.

B Organize new events such as house tours,
community garden days, neighborhood clean-ups,
and block parties to build relationships between
longtime residents and newer residents.
The civic community of Jefferson Park and Gladstone
Park are already heavily involved in a variety of
beautification efforts, such as the community garden
at Ainslie and Hibbard and the planters and banners
that have been installed in recent years.
A common listing of ways to get involved across
organizations should be developed as an online tool,
whether through Facebook, a new website, or a social
media campaign. While each organization has its
own events and activities, creating a common online
presence that links back to each organization will lead
to a greater pool of volunteers, better coordination,
and an appreciation of the hard work and efforts that
each organization contributes to the betterment of the
entire community.

Jeff Fest (left) and the Jefferson Park Sunday Market (right) are existing community
events that attract the neighborhood's wide range of residents.

Project 4.3 | Promote the range of housing
opportunities that exist across the community.
Partners: JPNA, GPNA, JPF, Jefferson Park Chamber,
Gladstone Park Chamber, local banks and realtors
Resources: 45th Ward, private grants, local chambers, local
banks and realtors

A Reinforce the marketing campaign for
businesses through highlighting the strong
residential areas throughout Jefferson Park and
Gladstone Park.
Local businesses rely on the range of households
that exist across Jefferson Park, from people renting
their apartment in buildings dotted throughout the
community to young families buying their first home
or seniors who have lived in the area their entire life.
This positive image of the residential neighborhoods
in and around the area is the foundation for Jefferson
Park’s identity, as the commercial streets fill in and
match the vitality and sense of community that
surround them. This residential base, as it evolves
with both old and new households, will sustain the
reinvestment in the business core of Jefferson Park.
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